Visits to Miami and Florida

The

concept

A state-of-the-art,
luxury vehicle.
An excellent visit, whatever
the weather.

Open Miami operates a vehicle which is unique in Florida! The vehicle boasts a retractable
glass roof ensuring a fantastic visit whatever the weather. The Mercedes “Calèche” guarantees
you an unforgettable experience, not only is the glass roof entirely transparent but also the
vehicle can be converted in to an open-top bus at the flick of a switch. The weather conditions
in the south of Florida can be extremely changeable and we can adjust our vehicle accordingly.
Whether you are cruising with the roof open or closed or the air conditioning on or off, you will
always have a sensational trip.

Visits narrated by qualified
tour guides in their native
language: English, French,
Italian and Spanish.

Rain or shine we promise you an excellent excursion!

A serene visit with only
14 Passengers.

By offering a vehicle which is unique in Florida, Open Miami is breaking new ground in the
Miami sightseeing tours market as well as assuring a premium class service.

Open Miami offers tours in 4 different languages (English, French, Italian and Spanish) narrated
by our qualified tour guides. We have chosen live spoken narration for your trip rather than a
recording broadcast through a headset, as we believe in quality above all else.

With only 14 passengers (not including the chauffeur), your visit will always be calm and
comfortable, a far cry from mass tourism and its large tourist buses with over 60 seats

“Miami
Panoramic
Tour
3 different pick-ups and dropoffs, every day:
Pick-up 1: 21 Street and Collins,
Miami Beach, opposite the
Seagull Hotel.
Pick-up 2: Ocean Drive and
5 Street, Miami Beach, opposite
the TGI Friday restaurant.
Pick-up 3: Biscayne Boulevard
and NE 4 Street, Miami,
at the main entrance to
Bayside Market Place.
Duration: 3 Hours.

”

The Miami Panoramic Tour is our flagship product. This daily tour provides an all-inclusive visit
of Miami and Miami Beach. With 3 pick-up/drop-off points, you’ll be sure to see everything in the
Magic City. This 3-hour tour also includes 2 stop-offs at Little Havana and Wynwood.
Highlights of the tour include: South Beach with its unique Art Deco district, followed by a visit
to the city centre where you can marvel at one of America’s most impressive Downtowns.
Next-up is a stop-off at Little Havana for an immersion in Cuban culture. Afterwards, we will
cruise around Wynwood, the trendiest part of town, making a stop-off at the famous Wynwood
Wall to see the phenomenal street art. Then, a change of scenery as we pass through the Miami
Design District, a chic neighbourhood with luxury boutiques.
We provide the convenience of 3 different locations to get on and off the bus: 2 at South Beach
and 1 at Downtown. All 3 locations are near to car parks and easy to find, but above all provide
a completely safe place for passengers to board and alight the bus.

Little

Havana
A visit to Miami would not be complete without sauntering around Little Havana with its
Latin-American art galleries and crowded eateries. This lively neighbourhood is the main Cuban
district of Miami. We provide a stop-off here, in order that our passengers have the time to stroll
around this captivating district which boasts a really unique atmosphere.

Wynwood
Wynwood is famous for its abundance of colourful mural paintings and is one of the most
fashionable districts of the city. Wynwood Walls is an open-air museum which showcases
sizeable pieces of street art, created by some of the most acclaimed street artists in the world.
We make a stop-off at the entrance so that our passengers can visit the museum.

Stop-offs at Little Havana
and Wynwood.
Online reservation
through our website:
www.open-miami.com
Tickets sent straight to
your smartphone.
A complimentary bottle of
water for each passenger.

All our

Tours
The excursion through the Everglades
The tour can be given in
three languages.

Also on offer, we have various outings to add to our Panoramic Tour of Miami,
and the excursion through the Everglades National Park is certainly an
offering you should miss under no circumstance when visiting the southern
part of Florida. We offer an all-inclusive package that features transport, the
visit of a Native American village, as well as a ride on an airboat.

A guide is there to accompany
visitors for the entire duration
of the tour.

Regardless of whether you are sharing the experience with others or enjoying
a private tour, we will use our own fleet of panoramic vehicles to ensure you
get the full added-value of our services.

The tour includes a full
range of activities.

Duration: 4 hours.

Our goal is to offer only Premium tours, and we are able
to meet our ambition with our Eco-tour of the Everglades,
a high-quality experience that relies on our guides who
accompany our clients for the entire outing. If you have opted
for the shared circuit, we will pick you up in Miami or Miami
Beach; however, we also offer to pick you up at the place of
your choice if you have selected the customised tour.

Miami tour combining
open top buses and pontoon boats
As an indispensable feature of our Miami offering, we now have a tour combining open top
buses and pontoon boats; it is an option of our Panoramic Tour, and we work with a reliable
and professional company. Explanations are given in English and in French.

Visit of Miami and
Miami beach, by land and
by sea, on a single ticket.

The pontoon boats we use are all the
rage in Florida, thanks to their flat hull,
and afford easy access to various
places of interest. The combined visit
lasts a full seven hours and can be
entirely given in English or French.

Excursions for small groups:
Maximum of 14 passengers
on the bus and on the boat.

It is possible to arrange for two tours
given on separate days.

Guided boat tour
given entirely in English
or French.

Possibility of arranging
two visits on different days.

Miami and
Miami Beach tour to night
The tour can be given
in three languages.
Unique atmosphere
in the evening.
Tour of South Beach,
Downtown, Brickell,
Wynwood…
Stop at Wynwood.

Our night tour of Miami has proved very popular ever since its launch, and it is in particular enjoyed
for the route it takes and its stop in Wynwood, as only a handful of tour operators come to this
neighbourhood at sundown (for the moment); the atmosphere is fantastic, with numerous restaurants,
bars and rooftop venues having opened in recent years, distilling an atmosphere full of life, fuelled by
the graffiti and works of urban artists that are lit up at
night, magnifying the already grandiose effect of this
temple dedicated to Street Art.
Of course, as with our daytime tour, we will step off
the bus for a walk through the neighbourhood that will
take us to Wynwood Walls.
We will also be visiting other neighbourhoods, such
as South Beach. The evening is the busiest time at
Ocean Drive, with packed terraces, blaring music
and a truly unique atmosphere.

Customised

Tours

It is possible to request a private version of any of our tours, and we can customise our tourist
circuit and ensure our clients enjoy true added value.
Much like our day tours, our excursions are at the high-end of the range, and we use Mercedes
panoramic vans to offer customised accompaniments through our certified English-, Frenchand Spanish-speaking guides.
In addition to our Key West offering, our “Key Largo to Islamorada” tour is our second circuit
through the Keys, leaving from Miami or Miami Beach. Our clients will discover numerous
activities during the tour, lasting for a full eight hours, and will be taken back the same day
without the inconvenience of excessive travel time.
Our daytime and night-time visits of Miami, or our excursion through the Everglades National
Park, can also be customised through numerous special arrangements to meet our clients’
needs. We work harmoniously with our clients to design and adapt the tour to suit their particular
preferences. Our “privatisation” programme allows us to offer clients the exclusive use of an
airboat for the visit of the Everglades, or enables them to select a location where they are
collected and dropped off.
The last addition to our catalogue is a visit of Kennedy Space Centre, leaving from Miami
or Miami Beach, with a guide to accompany you for the entire duration of the tour, providing
an equally unforgettable experience. We are the only ones to offer the full tour in French, in
addition to English and Spanish.

Custom-

designed
Tours or Private
Private tours.
Pick-up and Drop-off at
a hotel or any other location
of your choice.
The possibility to be
accompanied by your
own tour guide.

Hire Tours

You have the option of hiring the “Calèche” with a driver and can choose to be accompanied (or
not) by your own tour guide. The benefits are endless: pick-up and drop-off at a hotel or any other
location of your choice and an itinerary and stop-offs customised to suit your personal preferences.
We also specialise in excursions to Keys and Keys West, Everglades, Fort Lauderdale and
Orlando.
Please feel free to contact us in order to organise your trip outside of Miami. We will not only offer
advice but help you prepare your own customised trip in its entirety.

Visits outside of Miami on
request, in the language of
your choice.

Events: The ‘Calèche’ is the ideal vehicle to transport your VIP’s, to use as a shuttle bus or during
a launch party or publicity stunt. The vehicle is also suitable for hen parties and weddings as well
as for photo/video shoots and TV production etc. You can either hire the ‘Calèche’ by the hour or
for half a day or a whole day, we can adapt to meet all of your needs.

Complete flexibility with trip
duration and departure and
return times.

We offer an original and unique transfer experience… Imagine a convertible bus waiting for you
at the airport!

Groups
With 14 seats, the “Mercedes Sprinter Calèche” is the perfect vehicle for small groups. It has
the advantage of being able to access many locations which larger buses are unable to reach.
For groups which number over 14 people, we offer the:
Miami Panoramic Tour - Short Version: (duration 1 hour). We propose this tour to Travel
Agents, Tour Operators, Receptives, Incentives and Business to Business platforms who have
groups larger than 14 people and who consequently require more than 1 tour rotation. This
trip allows for the maximum of sightseeing in the minimum of time. The departure location is
strategically situated on 17th Lincoln Road at Miami Beach, near to the department stores.
Thus, ensuring that the passengers don’t get bored whilst waiting to board the bus.
Cruises: Miami port is synonymous with cruise ships and in fact is globally renowned for being
“the number 1 port” for the cruise industry. Open Miami offers specialised visits for cruise
passengers. Make the most of your stop-off in Miami by discovering the city with us.
Passengers taking a cruise from Miami often arrive 24-48 hours ahead of their departure date in
order to discover the city. Open Miami offers customised city tours for this clientele.

Choose your itinerary
and stop-offs.
Take advantage of
discounted prices.
Possibility of a transfer
to and from Miami port.

The

vehicle

Panoramic views or
an open-top bus.
Air conditioning.
Free Wi-Fi.
USB ports.
Leather seats.
Child safety seats available.

Open Miami’s unprecedented vehicle is pioneering innovative developments in the sightseeing tours
industry. Both elegant and comfortable, our Convertible Mercedes Sprinter is a state-of-the-art
vehicle incorporating a roof with a contemporary design which has been highly esteemed by our
clientele. Other amenities include: a parquet floor, seats with integrated USB ports, free Wi-Fi and
air conditioning. With only 14 seats our vehicle is breaking new ground in this sector and provides
significant added value to the sightseeing tour. It goes without saying that our customer satisfaction
rates are constantly high, especially when compared with those of classic tourist buses.
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Open Miami Tour
Open Miami
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www.open-miami.com
info@open-miami.com
+1 786 585 6139
+33 6 15 77 67 47

